[Functional connectivity of neurons of the frontal cortex and hippocampus under conditions of cholinergic deficit during choice behavior].
In cat experiments under conditions of choice between two different strategies of the instrumental behavior (impulsive and self-controlling), functional connectivity of neurons in the frontal cortex, hippocampus and between them was assessed on the basis of the analysis of wide and narrow peaks of cross correlation histograms of several spike series and their number. The functional connectivity of neurons in the above mentioned structures was better expressed in self-controlling cats than in animals with mixed impulsive/self-controlling reactions. On the contrary, the influence of an outer source assessed by the number of the wide peaks of cross correlation histograms was more pronounced in cats with mixed impulsive/self-controlling reactions. A blockade of M-cholinoreceptors impaired the functional connectivity between the neurons in the frontal cortex, hippocampus and in fronto-hippocampal relationships, but increased the influence on them from the outer sources. At the level of hippocampus, M-cholinoreceptor antagonists decreased the functional connectivity of neurons in all the animals, enhanced the effect of outer sources in self-controlling animals and did not change the influence of outer sources in cats with the mixed impulsive/self-controlling reactions. The influence from outer sources was decreased in cats of the first group and increased in second group. The results suggest a decrease in the functional connectivity and association characteristics in the cortical and hippocampal neuronal networks under conditions of cholinergic deficit during solving complex cognitive tasks.